Luisa, the First Statue, the First soul of the Regeneration of the
Divine Will in her
II. Baptism in the Economy of Salvation (CCC)
Prefigurations of Baptism in the Old Covenant
1219 The Church has seen in Noah’s ark a prefiguring of salvation by Baptism, for by it “a
few, that is, eight persons, were saved through water”:14 O God, who by the outpouring of
the flood foreshadowed regeneration, so that from the mystery of one and the same element
of water would come an end to vice and a beginning of virtue;15
Titus 3:5-8 - [5] “Not by the works of justice, which we have done, but according to his
mercy, he saved us, by the laver of regeneration, and renovation of the Holy Ghost;
[6] Whom he hath poured forth upon us abundantly, through Jesus Christ our Saviour: [7]
That, being justified by his grace, we may be heirs, according to hope of life everlasting. [8] It
is a faithful saying: and these things I will have thee affirm constantly: that they, who believe
in God, may be careful to excel in good works. These things are good and profitable unto
men.”
From the Book of Heaven
Volume 17 - June 18, 1925 – “…Do you think that things shall always be as they are today?
Ah, no! My Divine Will shall overwhelm everything; It shall cause confusion everywhere – all
things shall be turned upside down. Many new phenomena shall occur, such as to confuse the
pride of man; wars, revolutions, mortalities of every kind shall not be spared, in order to floor
man, and to dispose him to receive the regeneration of the Divine Will in the human will. And
everything I manifest to you Luisa about My Divine Will, as well as everything you do in It, is
nothing but Preparing the Way, the Means, the Teachings, the Light, the Graces, so that My
Divine Will may be Regenerated in the human will.
If this were not to occur, I would not have Manifested So Much to you, Luisa nor would I
have kept you Sacrificed in a bed for such a long time, in order to Place in you Luisa the
Foundations of the Regeneration of My Will in yours, and therefore keep you in Continuous
Exercise within My Will. Do you think that My Continuous being within you, Feeding you My
Prayer, and Making you Feel My Pains which, Together with Me, acquire another Value, other
Effects, another Power – is nothing? I could say that I AM Making the First Statue, the First
soul of the Regeneration of My Will in her. Then, it shall be Easier to Form Copies. This is why
I Always say to you: ‘Be Attentive, for this about something Too Great, and about the Most
Important Thing which Exists in Heaven and on earth. It about Rescuing the Rights of Our
Divine Will; about Giving Back to Us the Purpose of Creation; about Returning to Us All the
Glory for which All Things were Made, and about Making Us, Triune God, Pour Out All the
Graces which Our Will had Established to Give to the creatures, as if they had Fulfilled Our
Divine Will in Everything’."
FIAT!!!

